
Parascript® BPO Accelerator Program

Parascript for Business Process Outsourcers
Parascript reduces BPO document processing costs and improves operating margins. We 
provide the world’s leading ICR platform as part of  our unique end-to-end partnership to help 
you grow your profitability and stay competitive.

The Parascript Accelerator Program for select BPOs means process automation at no cost 
and no risk to you. We get paid based on accurate data from our partner’s actual cost savings. 
Our value is proven prior to payment and software performance guaranteed throughout our 
partnership.

Parascript focuses on performance improvement. We can work with your technologies and 
workflows, leveraging our significant experience using patented technologies to increase 
performance of  your existing software.

Services for Implementation, configuration and accuracy tuning down to the field level using 
statistical sampling are part of  the engagement. No staff or budget allocations are necessary.

Parascript monitors and maintains the performance of  the implementation to ensure no 
degradation of  performance over time.

Continual refinement of  the implementation by Parascript so that we maximize automation 
and reduce manual processes. As partners, we are incented to consistently find new ways 
to reduce costs.
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Parascript for Business Process Outsourcers

The Parascript Accelerator Program for select BPOs is centered around a shared alignment 
process, which provides you with guaranteed cost reductions that fund the entire program. 
Simply put, Parascript only gets paid after you realize real cost reductions. 

Our business goal alignment supports ongoing maintenance and improvements that ensure you 
continuously increase your profitability by further reducing data processing costs.

Excelling beyond a basic license with add-on services, the Parascript Accelerator Program for 
select BPOs provides a long-term partnership where software performance is maintained and 
further improved over time regardless of  changes in document format or quality. Parascript re-
tunes software to deal with changes in document layouts, additional data extraction, or changes 
in image quality or source. 

Unlike most ICR software adoption that takes 6-18 months for ROI with the software performance 
often degrading over time, our BPO partners experience immediate and sustainable cost savings. 
Parascript eliminates the burden of  document analysis, rules design, and accuracy verification, 
ensuring that the end result is optimized high-quality data extraction for you.

Apart from the unique win-win approach of  the program, Parascript is uniquely equipped with the 
experience and skills necessary to improve your operating margins. From large-scale projects 
where Parascript reduced annual costs by over a billion dollars to supporting some of  the largest 
financial institutions in the world with check processing saving tens of  millions of  dollars annually, 
Parascript brings its deep technical knowledge combined with process experience to aid our 
partner with themost complex document processing challenges.

Upon project start, the Parascript team takes on the supporting role of  project management, 
analysis, and development of  the proof  of  concept and evaluation report so that you continue 
operations as usual. The result is a coordinated, compact and precise project. Upon completion, 
the BPO reviews the results and can implement optimized or new technologies with the Parascript 
team’s full support.
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